BOOK RELEASE NEWS FROM BLOOD MOON PRODUCTIONS
AT LAST! The First-Ever Saga of the Trump Dynasty and the Heir It Spawned
A comprehensive overview of the most controversial man on the planet and his
Don Quixote quest to become the world’s most visible and powerful leader.
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DONALD TRUMP, The Man Who Would Be King
by Darwin Porter & Danforth Prince AVAILABLE EVERYWHERE IN SEPTEMBER

Donald Trump occupies a unique place in the history of the Republic. In his bitter
race for the White House, he has aroused fierce passions and raging furies.
Blood Moon announces the September release of The Man Who Would Be King, an
entertainingly packaged, artfully salacious, often lurid bombshell of a book. It is
a fast-moving page turner providing an unvarnished look at America’s most famous bloviating billionaire.
The Trump dynasty’s rags-to-infamy saga begins with “Roots” on the Klondike’s
Gold Rush Trail. Friedrich Trump (Donald’s grandfather) laid the foundation of
the dynasty by hawking decaying horse steak and over-the-hill prostitutes to
frostbitten men dreaming of striking it rich.
The drama later shifts to mid 20th-century New York, where Donald’s father (Fred)
alters the skylines of Brooklyn and Queens to become “the Henry Ford of
builders.”
He sires a son with a Scottish lassie who grows up to become a baby boomer Pit
Bull “with Robert Redford looks.” He decides “I’ll take Manhattan,” becoming
the Supernova of Fifth Avenue and a builder of towers.
As never before, “The Donald” is presented in all his glory (or vainglory): Corporate swashbuckler, modern-day
Midas, master wheeler-dealer, ubiquitous TV cult celebrity, Reagan-era Gilded Mojo, guru for wannabee millionaires, master of schmaltz, choreographer of “The Deal,” mogul Kahuna, the Barnum of self-promotion, global
magnate, real estate tycoon, gambling casino kingpin that made fortunes on bankruptcies, landlord of the rich
and famous, a Don Juan of the (penthouse) boudoir, a beauty pageant impresario, and the husband of three gorgeous models––two of them imported from Mitteleuropa, another a blonde Georgia peach with whom he had a
baby girl out of wedlock.
Trump is nothing if not a study in contradictions. He is also called “The King of Debt,” owing, for example, millions of dollars to the Bank of China, even though he criticizes the United States for doing the same thing.
This is the first biography on the market to include many of the details of Trump’s politically incorrect race for
the Presidency, a campaign that shocked and sometimes horrified the world. (“I call a rapist a rapist.”) Read what
went on behind the scenes as he set out (in his words) “to kick ass”––mainly, Hillary Clinton’s butt.
Lambasting the Pope, defending the size of his penis, castrating sixteen other GOP hopefuls, including a woman,
he attracted millions of “Trumpkins.” His growing throngs of outraged enemies denounced his followers as
“mental midgets and xenophobic troglodytes.”
Another outrageous title in Blood Moon’s Babylon series, this is a world-class first, a post-recession overview of
America during its 2016 election cycle, a portrait unlike anything ever published on Donald Trump and the climate in which he thrived.

HAvEN’T MADE UP yOUR MIND yET
ABOUT WHICH CANDIDATE TO vOTE FOR?

LET BLOOD MOON HELP yOU DECIDE.
Coinciding with the release of The Man Who Would Be King, the National Book Network
(NBNBooks.com) is presently distributing the most insightful book yet on the rise of Bill
Clinton and Hillary, tracing their high-octane saga from their political debuts as
teenagers, their scandals in the governor’s mansion in Arkansas and their bumpy rides
through the White House, and ending with their flamboyant closing of America’s 20th
Century.
Bill & Hillary—So This Is That Thing Called Love (ISBN 978-1-936003-47-1), also from Blood
Moon Productions, is a saga about an unconventional love affair and the compromises
that the Democratic candidate for President made along the way to her horizon. It’s a
tale of sex, power, betrayal, lies, money, and oceans of scandal—and some remarkable
achievements too.
As Hillary said of herself, “I’m not as good as some people say, nor as bad as others
claim.” Judge for yourself after reading her remarkable story with behind-the-scenes
revelations never published in quite the same way, with dozens of photographs. As
stated by a spokesperson for the NEW ENGLAND BOOK FESTIVAL, “Congratulations
to Blood Moon and its authors, especially Darwin Porter, for his highly entertaining
analysis of the Clintons’ double-barreled presidential regime, and the sometimes hysterical over-reaction of their enemies.”

YES! Less than a year ago, Blood

Moon published the SISTER EDITION
to its upcoming exposé of Donald
Trump––the one that the world will be
talking about in September.

Bill & Hillary, So This Is That Thing
Called Love (ISBN 978-1-936003-471) was widely reviewed and widely
awarded after its release in 2015.

Now, with the release of this newest
“anthology of outrage” (i.e., Donald
Trump) Blood Moon’s overview of The
Clintons now has a HOT and
PROVOCATIVE COMPANION!
The Man Who Would Be King!

Donald Trump was a celebrity long before he began his race for the White House. By reading this book, you’ll learn
what kind of celebrity he’s become.

Donald Trump, The Man Who Would Be King
by Darwin Porter and Danforth Prince, from Blood Moon Productions, Softcover, 822 pages, with hundreds of photos.
Available worldwide in mid-September. ISBN 978-1-936003-51-8.
$41.95 SMRP
For more information, click on www.BloodMoonProductions.com or contact DanforthPrince@gmail.com
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Biography/Presidential & Rich & Famous. Softcover, with 822 artfully lurid pages, hundreds of photos, and
more historically documented cringe-worthy moments than anyone can even imagine.
Distributed worldwide by Ingram Content Group (www.ingramcontent.com), a global comprehensive publishing industry services company

